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Another
Chance
to Burn

SecondayAir
Injection Systems
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  Whether you believe technological 
developments are motivated by tightening
government regulations, or by the desire to
add value for new-car buyers, there's no
doubt that they are coming along at an 
ever-increasing rate. Secondary air injection
systems, however, have a long history --
they've been fighting air pollution since the
1970s.  Of course, they're way different today
from what they were then.
Originally, a belt-driven pump forced air

into the exhaust manifold to help oxidize
escaping HC and CO.  This was taken one
step further when that air was used to feed

the fire in the old two-way catalytic 
converter.  In the early '80s when the 
three-way cat became popular, the air 
was piped into the cat downstream of the
reduction section after the engine warmed
up so that it wouldn't interfere with the 
reaction that broke down NOx, yet was 
available for the oxidation section.

Beltless

A modern Mercedes-Benz secondary AIS
(Air Injection System) does away with that
energy-wasting and space-hogging belt in

Just like a blacksmith's bellows, the 
Mercedes-Benz AIS " fans the flames," 
promoting rapid oxidation of pollutants 
in the exhaust stream

On V8 engines, the 
secondary air system is
easy to test. Everything
is right in front of you.
Here we have the air
pump, shut-off valves
and switch-over solenoid,
all nicely accessible.
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favor of an electrically-driven pump.  This also
allows much more precise control of airflow,
which is necessary as emissions regulations 
continue to become stricter on both federal and
state levels, and as the quest for improved fuel
efficiency continues.
The secondary air pump motor is only activat-

ed when the engine is relatively cold -- below 60
deg. F. It is only commanded on for up to two
and a half minutes. This is sufficient to warm up
the catalytic converters.  The pump receives its
power supply from the secondary air pump relay,
which is operated by the ME control unit. The
system is also activated during closed-loop 
operation, but only to test the system’s ability to
pump air into the exhaust -- the ME control unit
looks at the reaction of the O2 sensors. 
There is one exception to this rule. Early 111

Evo engines (four-cylinder supercharged) do not
use an electric pump.  The ME control unit uses
the supercharger to generate the necessary pres-
sure/flow of fresh air to the exhaust. On models
with an electronically-controlled "compressor"
clutch, the clutch is activated at engine tempera-
tures below 60 deg. F., and can be kept engaged
for about two and one half minutes. On later 111
engines, there is no supercharger clutch, so the
compressor is always spinning. The recirculation
flap is held closed to allow the compressor to
make the relatively small amount of air pres-
sure/flow that the exhaust air injection requires.  

SECONDARY AIR INJECTION SYSTEMS

On supercharged models, the 
compressor generates the air that is 
supplied to the exhaust ports through
this shut-off valve. Notice the solenoid
mounted nearby that supplies vacuum
to open the shut-off valve.

When the secondary air pump
motor is activated cold, or you cause
it to activate, you can measure the
amp draw of the pump.  As you can
see here, around 26 amps should
be your reading with a normal
motor. If it is lower, the pump por-
tion is probably worn. If the amp
reading is too high (fused 40 amps)
the motor may be seizing up.
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Shut-off valve

From the pump, the air is directed to a shut-off
valve. This valve is vacuum-controlled, and is nor-
mally closed to block exhaust gases from reach-
ing the pump when the system is not energized.
On four- and six-cylinder engines, there is only
one shut-off valve, but there are two on eight-
and twelve-cylinder models. When the system is
active, a switch-over solenoid supplies vacuum to
the shut-off valve(s). This solenoid is ground-con-
trolled by the ME. Remember, with engine tem-
perature below 60 deg. F. the switch-over sole-
noid is grounded, which supplies vacuum to the
shut-off valves, opening them. Air is then sup-
plied to the secondary air passages cast into the
cylinder head and exits into the exhaust ports.
This oxygen rich air mixes at the earliest point
with the hottest exhaust gases and promotes
continued combustion. The heat generated from
this process in the exhaust manifold heats up the
catalytic converter fast and therefore reduces
overall emissions quickly.
Being an emissions control system, AIS must

have self-diagnostic capabilities.  So, has its own
monitor. Both the secondary air pump and the
switch-over solenoid are activated during a nor-
mal drive cycle. Once the pump supplies fresh air
through the shut-off valve into the exhaust

Your paid subscription to
www.startekinfo.com allows
you to pull up the wiring
diagram for the engine
management system. Look
at components K17 (relay)
and M33 (air pump motor),
and you should be able to
come up with a diagnostic
plan to activate the relay
and test the air pump.

stream, the O2 sensors register the high oxygen
content in the fresh air and this signal causes
the ME control unit to assume that the engine is
running lean. The ME’s adaptation programming
tries to compensate for the lean condition by
adding fuel. The ME looks for a Lambda value
change of 25%. If the change is less than 25%,
the control unit determines that there is low flow
of the secondary air injection system and flags a
code of P0410, or one of its variants. This could
be caused by no voltage to the secondary air
pump, or a weak pump. An inoperable switch-
over solenoid or a stuck shut-off valve can also
cause codes. If all these components are func-
tioning properly, you may still have the problem
of blocked passages in the cylinder heads. How
are you going to determine what's at fault?

Codes and testing

Since problems in the secondary air system
usually do not cause drivability symptoms, you
will probably be diagnosing a code in the P0410
range. The customer will more than likely bring in
the vehicle with a CEL (Check Engine Light) or
MIL (Malfunction Indicator Lamp) on. You are
going to have to test components, and you are
going to have to start somewhere. Having a
Compact III or Basic is a tremendous help when
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What does the O2 sensor say?

To test the shut-off valve, you can apply 
vacuum to it with a hand-held vacuum pump -- it
should hold. How will you verify that it is actually
open? You could remove and physically watch for
movement, but there are better methods. You
can apply vacuum to the valve and watch the
front (upstream) O2 sensor signal. It should drop
to 0 mV with the secondary air pump command-
ed on and vacuum applied to the shut-off valve.
If the O2 sensor reads a lean condition, but does
not drop to zero, you can assume that the 
shut-off valve is working, but there may be an
additional problem. The ME control unit looks for
the Lambda (fuel trim) reading to compensate for
the false lean condition by adding 25% more fuel.
If the secondary air passages are clogged or
restricted in the cylinder head, the O2 sensor will
not see the false lean condition and as a result

it comes to diagnosing any problem with a
Mercedes-Benz system, but we believe you
need to back up any scan tool diagnostics with
direct component testing for verification. 
Testing the pump is fairly simple. Remove the

engine covers and provide power to the motor
connector. You should hear a loud whirring
noise. Whenever you compress air, even though
filtered, you are going to condense water, espe-
cially in high-humidity climates. This moisture
can get into the electrical portion of the motor
and cause failures. This is why the motor is
usually mounted on the engine. The heat
should cause any built-up moisture to evapo-
rate. The current draw of a good pump will be
25 to 26 amps. Any lower and you’re probably
not pumping much air, and anything higher and
the motor is starting to seize. 
If you are lucky enough to have the vehicle

overnight, you can verify the air pump relay
operation. The pump power supply wire should
see battery voltage within a few seconds of a
cold start. This voltage can remain on for up to
150 seconds. If voltage is low or not there at
all, you will need to locate the secondary air
pump relay. You can manually ground the relay
and see that voltage is supplied to the pump.
With a paid subscription to
www.startekinfo.com, you can retrieve a wiring
diagram for the vehicle and component loca-
tion using Star Finder. As mentioned earlier, the
relay is controlled by the ME. With your
Compact III or Basic, you can command the
relay on even if the engine is already warmed
up. Or, you can apply a test light to the ground
control of the relay. You should hear the relay
click and the pump run. The current draw of
the relay is around 100mA. If this is not the
case, verify that you have voltage to both the
control coil and switched circuit of the relay. 
If everything so far is in working order, you

will want to test the switch-over solenoid and
shut-off valves. The solenoid valve is controlled
by the ME, so the Compact III or Basic scan
tool will be able to activate the solenoid, or you
can once again manually ground the solenoid
with a grounded test light while the engine is
running. You should measure manifold vacuum
at the shut-off valves. 

The switch-over solenoid receives 
manifold vacuum, and,  when 
energized, directs this vacuum to the
shut-off valve. You can energize this
solenoid through the SDS software in
your Compact III, or simply ground it
with a test light and check for vacuum
at the shut-off valve.



the ME will set a code for low secondary air flow.
This is one of the more difficult problems to
repair. Short of removing the cylinder head for a
thorough cleaning, you will have to find a way to
clear the carbon built-up in the intake passages.
With a little luck and some good chemicals you

may be able to clear the passages in the cylinder
head without removal. Remove the shut-off
valves and pour a reasonable amount of cleaning
solution down the ports. You can remove the
exhaust manifolds and plug off the secondary air
ports, but this is not necessary. You will have to
let the cleaning solution sit over night. It also
make take a few applications before the 
passages are clear, but after softening up the
carbon in the ports, apply shop air pressure to
the shut-off valve exhaust ports and you should
be able to open up the passages. If not, the
cylinder head will need to be removed for better
access to the ports.

You can do it

Although pollution control devices add com-
plexity to an engine’s air/fuel/ignition manage-
ment system, the above should serve to illustrate
that as long as you understand how any part of
that system works, you can follow a logical
process to come up with an accurate diagnosis.
That capability will make you popular among your
customers.  One more thing:  Think about adding
the passages of the AIS to any carbon-cleaning
service you offer.
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You can apply vacuum to 
the shut-off valve and see if 
it holds. This should also open
the valve. If you remove the
hose from the air pump motor
you should feel exhaust 
coming out of the valve while
the engine is running.

Using your Compact III or Basic
scan tool, you can perform a
secondary air flow test while
the engine is running. Even on
older vehicles such as this 129
chassis, you can use the HHT
software to command the 
secondary air system on and
see the reaction of the O2 
sensors.
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Safe&S

Mercedes-Benz vehicles have always had some unique features. Along
with reliability, longevity, safety and performance, they've helped make
these engineering masterpieces some of the most sought-after vehicles in
the world. 
One unique feature introduced in the 1960s is the pneumatic central lock-

ing system, which, as the name implies, does not use the electro-mechanical
actuators other manufacturers employ. Instead, it uses a combination of vac-
uum and pressure to move the door lock actuators quietly and dependably.  It
has withstood the test of time and continues to this very day. As with any
unique system, however, there is a certain level of familiarity that is neces-
sary in order to diagnose and repair the system.

Mercedes-Benz
Pneumatic
Central Locking
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Historical Perspective

The earliest reference we can find to pneumatic central locking in
Mercedes-Benz archives is from over 40 years ago.  Back then, engine
intake manifold vacuum stored in tanks did the locking, but the system
soon evolved to use combination vacuum/pressure pumps to supply the
force needed. From 1983 onward, the change from vacuum to 
pressure is accomplished by electrically reversing the rotation of the motor
-- negative control voltage for vacuum, positive for pressure.  Previously,
this had been done by means of a switching valve.  A typical pump, by the
way, should produce .5 Bar (7 psi) within two or three seconds.  

One of the 
convenience features
used most by your
customers is the 
central locking 
system. Years ago, 
M-B took a 
completely 
different approach 
to this by making it
pneumatic instead 
of electrical

ecure
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one quick tip, however:  If the vehicle has an EDW
alarm system, you can disconnect the intermediate
plug of the EDW cable harness from the connector
(M14/1x2, or M14/2x2) and connect the central
locking cable harness directly to the supply pump.  If
central locking works okay now, it's time to delve
into the EDW.

PSE Modern System Operation

At the heart of the central locking system is the
pneumatic control unit, which is in total control of
the pneumatic portion of the system, and the vacu-
um/pressure pump is mounted inside it. It also
plays a role in operating the Closing Assist (CA).
The PSE module is usually mounted under the rear
seat on sedans and in the trunk on smaller coupes.
As the PSE module evolved, so have its inputs --
more than just direct switch inputs command it. 
Nylon hose is used to connect all of these com-

ponents and route vacuum and pressure through-
out the central locking and closing assist systems.
These hoses direct vacuum/pressure from the PSE
module to the individual door lock actuators. They
have a single port on one side of a diaphragm.
Supplying vacuum to it moves the actuator to
either the lock or unlock position. Supplying pres-
sure to the same port does the opposite. As you
can imagine, this needs to be a “closed” system.

PNEUMATIC DOOR LOCKS

With a paid subscription to
www.startekinfo.com, you

have access to WIS
(Workshop Information
System), which will allow

you to pull up an 
operational schematic of
the central locking system.

This shows all the 
components involved in

commanding the PSE mod-
ule to lock/unlock the doors.

Pressure in the system is relieved in 15 to 20 sec-
onds after the pump stops.  If there's a heavy leak,
the electronics that control it switch it off in 25 to 60
seconds.  
Since about 1986, most M-B cars have had what's

called the "multi-point" (also called "3-Point") system.
If you're not sure what you're dealing with, go to the
passenger's door and unlock.  If all the other doors do
the same, you've got multi-point.  If not, either you're
working on a car with the older single-point system
(which unlocks only from the driver's door), or there's
a problem.  But since you've been presented with a
complaint about this feature, you may be unable to
get any action out of it whatsoever.  That means
you've got to dig deeper.
Around 1990, IRCL appeared, which meant the

locking function could be operated by either the door
lock switches, or an infra-red remote. The PSE
(Pneumatic System Equipment) module received all of
the inputs and outputs to command the door locks.
By '96, the door switch contacts were eliminated, and
the RCL (Radio Central Locking) module took control.
The integration of central locking with anti-theft and

remote control systems evolved as the years went by,
and is quite complex with dozens of variations.  Since
a magazine article cannot possibly provide all the
details, you will definitely need www.startekinfo.com,
and WIS for specific information on the model at
hand.  Here, we will cover the basic principles and sig-
nificant additions to give you a roadmap.  We'll offer
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Your Compact III or basic
scan tool can access 
data that includes version
identification, diagnostic
trouble codes, actual values,
actuations and coding. 
This is an excellent way 
to check multiple switch
inputs, even those from
other control units, without
having to test each 
individual circuit.

By monitoring the SN1 and SN2 signals,
you can evaluate the command to the
PSE module to both lock and unlock the
doors. You do not need to use an oscillo-
scope to monitor these signals. A DMM
will work fine. You are looking for a 12V
signal on each of these wires.

Any leaks can cause malfunction.
As mentioned, from the early ‘90s the PSE module

received all of the inputs and outputs to command
the door locks.  Starting with the early versions, one
of the basic commands to be seen by the PSE mod-
ule are those from the left and right door switches,
which are within the pneumatic actuators. Rotating
the key in the door lock or actuating the lock button
atop the door signals the PSE. There is one switch
contact for the lock command and another for
unlock, and they are wired together with the trunk
lock switch. Any of these inputs can switch the signal
voltage of the PSE module to ground. When the mod-
ule sees this, it will either lock or unlock the doors.
There are other switched inputs, but most of them
are for determining door and trunk latch positions. 
Later PSE modules have self-diagnostic capabilities.

It can store codes and data even with systems as far
back as HHT, which is incorporated into the Compact
III SDS system. You can see multiple switched inputs
at a glance. You can monitor the lock and unlock
command switches in each individual latch, trunk
tumbler, trunk lid position, individual door position
and interior CL switches. Since there can be varia-
tions depending on vehicle options, the PSE module
needs to be version coded if replaced. Some vehicles
have CA (Closing Assist), others have RCL (Remote
Central Locking) or CF (Comfort Lock system)
options. 
If the vehicle is equipped with Infra-Red (IR) remote
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PNEUMATIC DOOR LOCKS

controls, there are some differences in the way the
system works. The basic door lock/unlock switch 
signals are supplemented with door switch com-
mands referred to as SN1 and SN2 signals, which
originate in the Remote Central Locking (RCL) mod-
ule. Either can command the doors to lock/unlock.
By ’96, the door switch contacts were eliminated.
The RCL has taken over for these manual controls.
This means the RCL is in control of the door locks
and the signals to the PSE module have to be tested
in order to determine if the PSE is working. These
SN1 and SN2 signals are also passed on to the ATA
(Anti-Theft Alarm) system to confirm that an accept-
able remote opened the doors before the engine is
allowed to start (as of ‘98 with SmarKey, engine
starting is a seperate function from CL and ATA).
Knowing this can be helpful in diagnosing the PSE
function if it is not working. Open the driver’s side
window, close the hood, trunk and all the doors.
Allow the vehicle’s alarm to arm itself. Then, use the
remote to open the doors. If the doors do not
unlock, reach in through the window and try to start
the engine. If it starts, you know the RCL signal
made it to the ATA module and therefore must have
made it to the PSE module. The module should have
unlocked the doors. If the engine does not start, you
may have a problem with the RCL system. Monitor
the voltages on SN1 and SN2 and see if the 12V sig-
nals get pulled to ground for either the lock or
unlock command.
A later evolution of the system is the Convenience

Feature (CF). This integrated the operation of many
body controls into one control unit, including power
windows, power door locks and power sliding pop-up
roof. The CF control unit directly controls the win-
dows. Door locks are still controlled by the PSE unit,
but it receives commands from either the door
switches or the CF control unit. After ’96 when the
door switches were eliminated, the Drive
Authorization System (DAS) radio frequency/Infrared
(IR) control module took over commanding the PSE
unit to operate the power door locks. 
Another feature closely related to the PSE system

is Closing Assist (CA), which uses its own separate
control unit that is referred to as the CA supply
pump. It is only used for locking, not for unlocking.
The goal is to continue to close the door all the way
after latch contacts the door jamb. A door micro-
switch indicates when the door is almost closed and
this signals the CA system to supply vacuum/pres-
sure to the CA actuators in the door latch assem-

Looking at these signals on a dual 
trace scope allows you to see the lock
command (upper trace) and unlock
command (lower trace). As you can see,
the 12V signal gets pulled to ground
when the door locks are actuated, in
this case by the RCL unit as the remote
button is pushed to open and close the
doors. The signals are there, but the
pneumatic pump did not turn on. 
At this point, check for powers and
grounds to the PSE unit.  If they are
good, replace the PSE module.

blies. 
Testing the System

If the pneumatic central locking system is not 
functioning properly, one of the first steps is to find
out if there is a problem with the pneumatic system --
the vacuum/pressure pump, nylon lines, or any of the
three to five actuators -- such as a leak, binding, or
seizing. This can be done fairly easily at the PSE 
control module. You will notice a single large line 



Remember that there are check valves in the 
system and the pressure from your smoke machine
may cause these valves to shut. Try keeping the
pressure low. 

Rounding Up

Although the PSE module is now integrated with
multiple control units, the basic function of sup-
plying vacuum and pressure can still be isolated
and tested. Remember that there are exceptions
to the rules. For instance, the 230 chassis has
electro-mechanical door unlock solenoids that
react faster than pneumatically controlled actua-
tors. This is a requirement for the “Keyless Go”
system since just touching a door handle will
command the door to unlock. 
All that is required to diagnose the pneumatic

system properly is vacuum/pressure testing the
lines for leaks, monitoring scan data through SDS
for door, trunk and lock position, and backing up
these steps with actual testing of the wiring at the
PSE module. Isolating the PSE system makes the
diagnosis and testing easier and allows you to 
provide your customers with the safety and 
security they deserve.
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coming out of the module and feeding one of two 
separate vacuum distribution hubs. The yellow one 
supplies both vacuum and pressure to the smaller
yellow lines, which are the individual vacuum/pres-
sure supply lines for the actuators. By removing this
line and connecting a vacuum/pressure gauge, you
can see if the pump is capable of generating the
necessary vacuum or pressure. If the pump is okay,
move on to the lines and actuators. If there is a vac-
uum leak here, none of the door lock actuators will
move. If only one actuator will not move it could
simply be bad, seized or leaking actuator, or its
hose may be leaking or crimped. There are check
valves throughout the system to isolate the problem
line. Because of the way the lines are spread
throughout the vehicle, looking for leaks can be one
of your more difficult tasks. 
You could use a hand-held pump to see if you

can build and maintain vacuum. Depending on the
number of lines and actuators, this could take quite
a few strokes. Another way of testing for leaks is
one that you have used for testing intake manifolds
and EVAP systems:  the smoke machine.  It is invalu-
able tool for pressurizing the pneumatic system
with smoke and watching for where it leaks out.

The PSE module contains its own 
vacuum/pressure pump. Vacuum is
used to lock the door. You can monitor
the vacuum supply with a gauge while 
commanding the system to lock. A
good pump and pull almost 20 in. Hg.

The same line that supplies vacuum to
the individual door lock actuators also
supplies pressure. A good pump can 
produce almost 1.0 bar (14 psi). Of
course, an air leak will decrease both
vacuum and pressure.
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AQu   

Mercedes-Benz timing chains and 
tensioners last and last. But, given the
tremendous number of miles people put 
on these vehicles, they will need attention
sooner or later
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In order for a four-cycle engine to work, 
there must be precise coordination among the
intake, compression, power and exhaust strokes.
Advances in engine technology have helped
increase performance throughout the rpm range.
Variable intake manifold runners optimize air
intake velocity, variable valve timing has broad-
ened the power band, and variable lift 
further fine-tunes air intake and exhaust flow 
for even greater performance, efficiency and
economy. Regardless of how high-tech intake
and exhaust events have become, maintaining
basic cam/crank timing remains essential. 

Keeping Time

Mercedes-Benz vehicles have always 
excelled in sound engineering and reliability.
From Formula 1 to Indy cars, Mercedes-Benz
engines have always been in the top tier. The
same engineering principles that are used to 
create a reliable race engine are also used for
production vehicles. One steadfast belief held by
the company's engineers is in the reliability of
the timing chain. The valve trains found in large
six cylinder, V8 and twelve cylinder engines 
naturally have more mass to move than those of
little fours. This puts undue stress on the
camshaft drive mechanism, making a timing belt

marginal, and making replacement at regular
intervals necessary. On the other hand, in a
properly-maintained vehicle timing chains and
related hardware can last well over 200,000
miles. Eventually, however, wear will reach the
point where diagnosis and replacement will be
needed, so you have to know how to perform
the job properly. This is usually not too difficult
a task providing you had the correct tools, and
any shop specializing in Mercedes-Benz 
vehicles should have such items as a chain 
pin remover/installer. 

First Scenario

Typically, you will need to deal with the timing
chain because of noise from a stretched chain 
or weak tensioner, or because the cylinder
head must be removed for whatever reason.
Either way, the timing chain has to be removed
and put back into proper synchronization upon
reassembly. In the case of noise, the job is not
as daunting as you may think. Mercedes-Benz
has service procedures that make this a rela-
tively simple task. Many Mercedes-Benz
engines have the timing cover cast as one unit
with the block, so the cover cannot be removed
to access the timing chain. 

Continued on page 20

uestion of Timing 



Quality, Reliability and Value

The quality, reliability and value of the Genuine Mercedes-Benz Remanufactured

A/C Compressor wasn’t meant to be taken lightly. It is not only an exact replacement 

for the original unit, it’s also remanufactured and tested to meet the same strict 

specifications as the original, so it performs just as well. And like all remanufactured 

parts, it’s covered by the Mercedes-Benz limited parts warranty.* In fact, the only detectable

difference you’ll find between a Genuine Mercedes-Benz Remanufactured A/C Compressor 

and a new one is the price. Which we’re sure you’ll find quite refreshing.

Remanufacturing Process (Genuine Mercedes-Benz)

Rebuilt Process (Typical Aftermarket)

1.Dismantle core
and clean all
components.

2. Replace key
components 100%
with new OE part.

3. Test all 
other critical
components.

1. Identify damaged
part or parts.

2. Replace damaged
part with non-OE
part and clean.

3. Re-assemble,
test and box.

4. Replace 
components that
do not meet specs.

5.Assemble, 
test 
and box.

Replace — We replace more parts than aftermarket brands.

Engineered — Designed to meet original OEM drawings.

Manufactured — Made with same OE components as factory parts.

Assembled — Completely assembled from components and not just repaired.

New — Tested to new unit standards.

*See your Mercedes-Benz dealer for details and a copy of the Mercedes-Benz Spare Parts Limited Warranty.

It,s All In the Process



Remanufactured for Mercedes-Benz by

Available only through your local Mercedes-Benz Dealer
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There is a straightforward procedure, however,
that makes replacement possible anyway.  The
first step is to remove the valve covers.  Also
remove the spark plugs to make it easier to turn
the crankshaft by hand. You may want to start
with the engine at TDC, it's not really necessary.
In most Mercedes-Benz “Checking Engine
Timing” procedures, you are asked to rotate the
crankshaft to a specific point on the pulley. This
is usually not TDC, but a specific degree mark
past TDC.  If you are so inclined, you can apply
paint marks on the cam gears and adjacent
marks on the timing case cover to check your
work once you have changed the timing chain. 
The next step is to use the chain separating

tool to force out the two pins of one outer link.
This will break the chain and leave two sides of
inner links exposed. Install a service master link
on the chain leading into the upper portion of the
engine. Use one pin to attach this link to the
upper side of the chain currently installed in the
engine. Connect the other half of the service
master link to the new replacement chain. You
should now have one long continuous chain half
installed in the engine. Grab the lower half of the
old timing chain coming up from crankshaft
toward the passenger side camshaft and pull.
While doing this, rotate the crankshaft pulley
clockwise. This will draw in the chain. It is critical
not to rotate the engine counter-clockwise at any
point in the repair. If you do, the chain tensioner

Continued from page 17A QUESTION OF TIMING

Your paid subscription to
www.startekinfo.com will
allow you to access WIS 
documents. Here the correct
step-by-step procedures are
laid out for you. You are also
linked to pages that let you
know what special tools you
will need. The procedure for
drawing in the new chain is
pictured here.

On this 111 engine,  if the camshafts
are in their home position you will be
able to install a cam positioning tool
in the backs of the cam sprockets.
The screwdriver indicates the loca-
tion of one of the holes (intake cam).
Notice how the intake and exhaust
cam lobes are facing one another.
This gives you a ballpark idea that
you have the timing close.
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Small scratches, stone impacts, dents and blemishes – 
and the customer’s Mercedes can quickly lose the shine
from its exterior. And because that is annoyance enough,
we keep the costs for a repair as low as possible - with
Mercedes-Benz Small Repair. Special repair methods mean
that small appearance defects vanish in next to no time. 
It goes without saying that our kits meet the high, tested
Mercedes-Benz quality standards that you expect. So if your
customers are driving around with a small imperfection, it
may be able to be repaired with Mercedes-Benz Small
Repair. Small Repair Kits are available from your authorized
Mercedes-Benz dealer. 

Training on the Small Repair methods are available from
Reliable Automotive Equipment. Please contact Reliable
Automotive Equipment to inquire about training your 
staff to perform these repairs quickly and efficiently. 

Should the goingget a little rough

1.800.328.7855
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will collapse and probably allow the chain to
jump teeth on one of the sprockets, thus throw-
ing off valve timing. If you continue to rotate the
engine clockwise you will eventually draw in the
entire section of new double-roller chain and
once again see the service master link. 
At this point, you must remove the service

master link as it is only intended to be used dur-
ing service. Install the permanent link with a
chain link pin installer. The tensioner may be
pushing on the chain hard enough as it comes
up from the crankshaft that the two ends won't
meet. So, you can loosen the tensioner to help
with the installation of the permanent link. Don't
take the tensioner out all the way as this may
allow enough slack for the chain to jump time.
The permanent link outer plates need to be
installed and a chain rivet installer must be used
to stake down the roller pins just like those of
the other links.  Rotate the engine several times
by hand and watch for your paint marks to be
sure valve timing is correct. 
At this point it should be safe to remove the

tensioner and either install a new one or reset the
old one. Resetting the tensioner is critical. As you
ran the new chain in and the old one out, the 
tensioner's spring pushed outward to take up the
slack in the chain. If you were to leave it in this
position, the chain would be far too tight. 

In severe cases, this can snap off a cam 
sprocket! To reset the tensioner, remove the cen-
ter cap with a hex key socket, and the pre-load
spring will fall out (watch out for the aluminum
sealing washer). These are hydraulically-assisted
tensioners that require engine oil pressure to add
tension as engine rpm rises. The pre-load spring
pushes on a piston that in turn pushes on the
chain tensioner guide. The piston ratchets 
outward to apply tension. Once it ratchets out, it
will not return even with the spring removed. So,
remove the whole body of the tensioner, pull the
piston out and away from the pre-load spring cap.
Now you can mount the body of the tensioner

into the timing case cover, making sure the 
aluminum sealing washer is properly installed.
Put the piston into the opening of the tensioner
body followed by the pre-load spring, then install
the cap over the spring and thread the cap into
the tensioner body.  Some force will be required
to compress the spring, which is necessary to
keep the chain tight enough for start-up.  Once
the engine is running, oil pressure does the job.
That's why it's important to replace both 
aluminum sealing washers even if you're reusing
the old tensioner. By the way, when ordering a
new tensioner you should be aware that it does
not come with the threaded cap, so you will need
to use the cap from the old one.  

Look at the intake cam
on the right and you can
see the camshaft timing
adjuster. Since the engine
rotates clockwise, you
need to turn the adjuster
counter-clockwise all the
way until it stops, then
engage the timing chain.
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access the crankshaft sprocket and you will also
have access to the chain guides. After removing
the tensioner, valve cover(s), chain guides, cam
sprockets and oil pan, you will be able to remove
and replace the unbroken chain. This procedure
also requires some special tooling since you have
to properly align the camshafts and crankshaft. 
Over the years, Mercedes-Benz has used sev-

eral different ways to assure that the camshafts
and crankshaft are properly synchronized -- too
many to be thoroughly explained in a magazine
article. So, we will provide a simple overview.
There are usually a few types of special tools to
lock down the camshafts. Some enter through
the rear of the sprockets.  An alignment pin pass-
es through a hole in the cam cap and a hole in
the sprocket. With variable valve timing comes
the important step of setting the intake cam
sprocket to the home position (retarded). Hold
the camshaft itself in the locked position with a
wrench and twist the camshaft adjuster in the
opposite direction of timing chain rotation, which
results in the retarded position. If there is any
question of a camshaft adjuster not moving
freely, now would be the time to change it. The
use of non-approved oils in these engines can
cause sludge build-up and jamming in the
adjuster mechanism. This can lead to misfires,
poor idle and the MIL/CEL coming on. On newer
engines, special tools bolt down to the valve
cover flange on the head, and tabs lock into the
cam sprocket, but these will be covered in future
articles. Generally, the crankshaft is located a
few degrees past TDC and is not locked down. 

Closing Up

With the timing chain and camshaft adjuster in
the proper position you can start re-installing the
chain guides, oil pan, valve covers and tensioner
as outlined earlier. It is always a good idea to
rotate the engine by hand several times to verify
all components are properly timed and that the
chain meshes smoothly. The final step should be
to install the spark plugs and fire up the engine,
allowing time for oil pressure to reach the 
tensioner before accelerating. 

 

Second Scenario

If more extensive service work such as a cylin-
der head R&R is performed, it may be easier to
simply remove the timing chain as one unit. Start
by removing the tensioner. You can then remove
either the camshaft timing sprockets, or the
camshafts themselves, depending on the particu-
lar engine. For instance, on the M272 motor the
timing chain only drives the intake cam, which
then drives the exhaust cam by means of gears.
In this case, the cams will have to be removed to
access the timing chain.  Drop the oil pan to
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Mercedes-Benz usually times its
engines at a position other than
TDC. In the case of this 111 engine,
the timing pulley should be set to
20 deg. after TDC. This puts the
keyway in the crankshaft at just
about the 12 o’clock position. 
Now, you should be able to line 
up the cams.
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C-Class, window and curtain side air bag, interior view with crash dummies

TheStraight&Narrow

Look at the collision industry
statistics compiled in the last few
years and you will notice an
increase in vehicles defined as a
total loss by insurance companies.
The reason for this is multi-
faceted. Increases in the cost of
parts, the shortage of certified
body techs, and collision repair
facility tooling/environmental
compliance costs have all con-
tributed to the overall price of a
repair. Also, the vehicles them-
selves often contribute to the
added cost. Exotic metals, con-
struction welding technology and
fastening techniques have all
required retooling and training,
which adds to the overhead of any
collision repair shop.  Mercedes-
Benz vehicles, however, retain suf-
ficient value to justify the cost of
repairing most collision damage. 
Reputable shops know the

importance of returning the vehi-
cle's structural integrity to its pre-
collision state. When dealing with
frame damage, it's essential to
restore the basic framework for
proper chassis dynamics (such as
suspension alignment) and future
crash-worthiness. You may ask
yourself, “When should I check
chassis alignment?” and, “How
can I do a better job of pulling that
chassis into alignment?” 

FEATURE ARTICLE / COLLISION REPAIR

When evaluating chassis integrity after collision damage you need to
take the extra steps to verify straightness. The inherent value of a
Mercedes-Benz vehicle definitely makes these extra steps worthwhile. 

Assessment
One of the first steps that is

often overlooked and/or taken for
granted is the damage assess-
ment. This is more than just a visu-
al overview of the parts that will
need to be replaced. A deeper
analysis should be incorporated
into the assessment. Look at the
point of impact and determine its
direction. You should think like a
detective at this point and try to
recreate the accident in your head.
It sounds like common sense, but
this usually gives a good indication
of what points you should start
pulling from. Also, this may be a
good way to gauge from what
direction you should start pulling
once the chassis has been initially
straightened. 
Next, look for damage at the far-

thest point from the impact. This
gives you the total surface area of
all of the damaged panels. Even if
the damage in this area is minimal,
it needs to be straightened.  During
the pulling process, it can be used
as a gauge of the straightness of
the overall section. If the farthest
point of damage after pulling has
now returned to its original shape,
you may want to start pulling from
another point. 

Back to assessing the damage,
the next step is to look for indirect
or secondary damage that was
caused by this collision. Although
we realize this is not always the
case, it is often a good idea to
start pulling the frame in a linear
direction extending the body front
to rear. Pulling front to rear will
“stretch” the chassis into a
straighter position. Obviously,
with corners and angled frame
panels this will not always be the
best way to go, but it is a start.
Sometimes it is better to pull the
framework at 90 degree angles to
the panel’s original location. This
may take several steps as you
change the location and/or the
direction of the pull point to stay
perpendicular to the panel you are
pulling. These are just some gen-
eral guidelines regarding frame
alignment meant to get you think-
ing about the next step, which is
developing a repair plan.

Measuring Up
An old adage says, “Before you

can go anywhere you have to
know where you are.” The same
can be said for frame straighten-
ing. This next step in the repair
process  invo lves  measur ing  
chassis alignment on a bench or
“jig” against Mercedes-Benz or
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Before you start the pulling process you need to know what met-
als you are working with. Mercedes-Benz uses different metals
with different strength levels to achieve structural strength and
occupant safety. A visit to www.mbcollisioncenters.com and
your membership gets you this important data.

Car Bench is a Mercedes-Benz approved alignment jig for frame
straightening. There are various models available, and by visiting
www.carbenchna.com you can arrange bench rental and download
measurement specifications.
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the bench manufacturer’s specifi-
cations. Here is where a hard
decision has to be made:  Is the
frame damaged beyond repair?
No one wants to put in all the
labor to get to this point and not
repair the vehicle. Totals should
have been weeded out during the
damage estimate. 
On earlier Mercedes-Benz mod-

els (previous to the 210 chassis),
chassis damage was measured
off of a K-point. That is, a point
within the driveshaft tunnel that
was hopefully the least likely to
be hit in an accident. The K-point
is a diagnostic tool for body men
to use to straighten frames. From
this K-point you measure the dis-
tance to all suspension pick-up
points and see if the chassis has
twisted. From here, you pull on

With a paid subscription to www.startekinfo.com, you can use
WIS-Net to pull up the K-point measurement data. This infor-
mation is only used for diagnostic purposes, particularly on
older models built before the turn of the millennium. You can
use these measurement points to see how bad the damage is.

the frame until you match the
measurements. These measure-
ments are supplied by Mercedes-
Benz through WIS-Net, which you
can access with a paid subscrip-
tion to www.startekinfo.com.
Aside from having the step-by-
step procedure to replace interior
body panels, it also contains
measurements for K-point frame
diagnostic procedures. If you
have a hard time locating the K-
point measurement specifica-
tions, try entering a chassis num-
ber or the entire VIN and look
under group 40.30. 
Newer vehicles utilize a different

procedure: measuring off of an
alignment bench. Mercedes-Benz
has approved two bench manufac-
turers for chassis alignment, the
Car Bench, and the Celette chassis
alignment bench. If you have
invested in the Celette or Car
Bench jig, you can access those
measurements from their web-
sites. The Celette website is
www.celette-us.com. On the home
page, select the “Fixture bench
Setup Sheets” field, then select
your model chassis. There may be
VIN number differences, so be
sure to select the correct identifi-
cation number. The Car Bench
website is www.carbenchna.com.
From the home page, select
“Support,” then “Resources.”
From there, select the “+” symbol
next to the heading “Datasheets,”
followed by the type of bench you
are working with, the manufactur-
er (Mercedes-Benz), model and
chassis variant if applicable.
Rental units are available from
either manufacturer. These are the
two chassis alignment jigs official-
ly approved by Mercedes-Benz. 

Here is a Celette bench with
a 230 chassis set up for
measurements and pulling.
The framework setup and 
procedures are all available
on the website. Remember,
you can use higher strength
steels to pull lower strength
steel, but you cannot reverse
the rule.
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without extensive equipment it is
virtually impossible to reform and
will need to be replaced. When
damage is localized, it is much
easier to cut out the damaged sec-
tion and replace it. 
Ultra-high strength steel is more

widely used in new Mercedes-Benz
chassis such as the 204, 216 and
251, and to a lesser degree on the
164, 171, 211, 215 and 220 chassis.
The 216 chassis has incorporated
even more higher-s t rength
steels  than other Mercedes-
Benz models. When pulling ultra
high-strength steel, it will obviously
react differently from modern high-
strength, high-strength and mild
steel. The key point to remember is
that you can use higher-strength
steels to pull and align lower-
strength steels, but you cannot do
the opposite for obvious reasons.
You will simply deform the lower-
strength steels in the process. Use
ultra high-strength to pull the chas-
sis, then cut out the sections of

Bending To 
Your Will
Once the chassis is on the bench

and the measurements have been
taken, you can start pulling. Frame
straightening is an art developed
through experience, but there are
some relatively new concerns with
Mercedes-Benz designs and metal
composition. In some cases, of
course, the damage to a panel will
be so great that straightening may
not be the best option compared to
replacement. In the case of high-
strength steel, this becomes a
requirement. High-boron steel is
very difficult to reform after crash
damage because it is so strong.
Mercedes-Benz uses four grades of
steel: mild steel, high-strength
steel, modern high-strength steel
and finally ultra high-strength steel.
Mild steel is much easier to pull.
The higher strength steels can be
pulled, but often return to the pre-
pulled shape. Ultra high-
strength steel is heat formed, so
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ultra high-strength steel and weld
or bond and rivet in the new sec-
tions. In the case of the 215 chas-
sis, you have to be even more care-
ful pulling panels since high-
strength steel and mild steel is
mated with aluminum structural
panels. On a positive note, when
pulling aluminum Mercedes-Benz
always recommends replacement
over repair work.

In Conclusion
Your extensive experience as a

body man will serve you well while
assessing the damage, measuring
the alignment points and during
the actual pulling procedure.
S imp l y  keep  i n  m ind  the
Mercedes-Benz recommended
procedures outlined in WIS-
Net and the knowledge of the var-
ious metal compositions of the
chassis you are working on should
yield a structurally-sound and trou-
ble free-repair.

Here is a frame attached to
the bench. Points on the
chassis can be measured
from here, and you can start
the pulling process. On this
230 chassis, you need to be
aware of the different metals
and their relative strengths.

With your paid subscription to www.startekinfo.com, you can
access step-by-step instructions for alignment bench assembly
and measurement procedures. You also are provided with
replacement procedures for interior structural panels as well 
as exterior body panels.
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Mike Schmitz Automotive 
334-794-6716

Hoover
Crown Automobile 
205-985-4200

Huntsville
Mercedes-Benz of Huntsville
256-837-5752

Mobile
McConnell Automotive 
251-476-4141

Montgomery
Jack Ingram Motors 
334-277-5700

Tuscaloosa
Leigh Automotive
205-556-1111

Anchorage
Mercedes-Benz of Anchorage
907-277-3383

Fairbanks
Auto Service Company 
907-456-6217

Chandler
Mercedes-Benz of Chandler
480-403-3400 

Phoenix
Phoenix Motor  
602-264-4791

Phoenix
Schumacher European
480-991-1155

Tucson
Mercedes-Benz of Tucson
520-886-1311

Fayetteville
Mercedes-Benz of Northwest Arkansas
479-521-7281

Little Rock
Riverside Motors 
501-666-9457

Anaheim
Mercedes-Benz of Anaheim 
714-777-1900

Arcadia 
Rusnak/Arcadia 
626-447-1117 

Bakersfield
Mercedes-Benz of Bakersfield
661-836-3737

Belmont
Autobahn Motors
650-637-2333

Beverly Hills
Mercedes-Benz of Beverly Hills 
310-659-2980

Buena Park
House of Imports
714-562-1100
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Mercedes-Benz of Calabasas 
818-591-2377
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Hoehn Motors 
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818-788-0234
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Mercedes-Benz of Escondido
760-745-5000
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Fletcher Jones Motor Cars 
510-623-1111
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Mercedes-Benz of Fresno
559-438-0300
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Calstar Motors 
818-246-1800

Laguna Niguel
Mercedes-Benz of Laguna Niguel
949-347-3700

La Jolla
Heinz Gietz Autohaus 
858-454-7137

Los Angeles
Downtown L.A. Motors
213-748-8951

Manhattan Beach
Carwell
310-303-3500
Modesto
Modesto European
209-522-8100

Monterey
Mercedes-Benz  of Monterey
831-375-2456

Newport Beach
Fletcher Jones Motor Cars 
949-718-3000

Oakland
Mercedes-Benz of Oakland
510-832-6030

Palm Springs
Mercedes-Benz of Palm Springs
760-328-6525

Palo Alto
Park Avenue Motors
650-494-0311

Pasadena
Rusnak/Arcadia
626-795-8004

Pleasanton
Mercedes-Benz of Pleasanton
925-463-2525

Riverside
Walter’s Auto Sales & Service, Inc. 
951-688-3332

Rocklin
Von Housen’s Motors
916-630-8877

Sacramento
Mercedes-Benz of Sacramento
916-924-8000

San Diego
Mercedes-Benz of San Diego
858-279-7202

San Francisco
Mercedes-Benz of San Francisco
415-673-2000

San Jose 
Beshoff Motorcars 
408-239-2300 

San Jose
Smythe European 
408-983-5200

San Luis Obispo
Kimball Motor 
805-543-5752

San Rafael
R.A.B. Motors 
415-454-0582

Santa Barbara
Santa Barbara Auto Group
805-682-2000
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Mercedes-Benz of Valencia 
661-753-5555

Santa Monica
W.I. Simonson 
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Mercedes-Benz of Long Beach
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Stockton
Berberian European Motors
209-944-5511
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Silver Star A.G. 
805-371-5400

Torrance
Mercedes-Benz of South Bay
310-534-3333

Van Nuys 
Keyes European
818-461-3900

Walnut Creek
Mercedes-Benz of Walnut Creek
925-937-1655
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Mercedes-Benz of West Covina
626-859-1200

Colorado Springs
Mercedes-Benz of Colorado Springs 
719-575-7950

Denver
Murray Motor Imports 
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Mercedes-Benz of Littleton
303-738-7700

Westminster
Mercedes-Benz of Westminster
303-410-7800

Danbury
Mercedes-Benz of Danbury
203-778-6333

Fairfield
Mercedes-Benz of Fairfield
203-368-6725

Greenwich
Mercedes-Benz of Greenwich
203-869-2850

Hartford
New Country Motor Cars 
860-278-2000

New London
Carriage House of New London 
860-447-3361

North Haven
Mercedes-Benz of North Haven
203-239-1313

Milford
I.G. Burton 
302-424-3042

Wilmington
Mercedes-Benz of Wilmington
302-995-2211

Clearwater
Lokey Motor 
727-530-1661

Coral Gables
Mercedes-Benz of Coral Gables 
305-445-8593

Cutler Bay
Mercedes-Benz of Cutler Bay 
305-251-0345

Alabama

Alaska

Arizona

Arkansas

California

Colorado

Connecticut

Delaware

Florida

GENUINE MERCEDES-BENZ PARTS... NEARBY
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Daytona Beach
Mercedes-Benz of Daytona Beach
386-274-4775

Fort Lauderdale
Mercedes-Benz of Fort Lauderdale
954-462-4381

Fort Myers
Mercedes-Benz of Fort Myers
239-433-8300

Fort Pierce
Mercedes-Benz of Fort Pierce
772-466-7000

Fort Walton Beach
Quality Imports 
850-863-2161

Gainesville
Duval Motorcars
352-332-7571

Jacksonville
Brumos Motor Cars 
904-724-1080

Lakeland
Central Florida Eurocars
863-688-8111

Maitland
Mercedes-Benz of Orlando
407-645-4222

Melbourne
Mercedes-Benz of Melbourne 
321-956-0600

Miami
Mercedes-Benz of Miami
305-919-8000

Naples
Mercedes-Benz of Naples 
239-643-5006

Orlando
Mercedes-Benz of South Orlando 
407-367-2700

Pembroke Pines
Mercedes-Benz of Pembroke Pines 
954-517-8600

Pensacola
Centennial Imports 
850-432-9903

Pompano Beach
Mercedes-Benz of Pompano
954-943-5000

Sarasota
Mercedes-Benz of Sarasota
941-923-3441

St. Petersburg
Crown Eurocars 
727-526-3738

Tallahassee
Capital Eurocars 
850-574-3777

Tampa
Mercedes-Benz of Tampa
813-870-0010

West Palm Beach
Mercedes-Benz of Palm Beach
561-689-6363

Albany
Albany Motorcars 
229-883-2040

Alpharetta
RBM of Atlanta - North 
678-637-2333

Athens
Mercedes-Benz of Athens
706-549-6600

Atlanta
Mercedes-Benz of South Atlanta 
770-964-1600

Atlanta
RBM of Atlanta 
770-390-0700

Atlanta
Mercedes-Benz of Buckhead
404--846-3500

Augusta
Mercedes-Benz of Augusta
706-860-1111

Columbus
Mercedes-Benz of Columbus  
706.256.6100

Duluth
Atlanta Classic Cars
770-279-3600

Macon
Jackson Automotive Group 
478-477-4858

Savannah
Critz 
912-354-7000

Honolulu
Mercedes-Benz of Honolulu 
808-592-5600

Boise
Lyle Pearson  
208-377-3900

Pocatello
Robert Allen Auto Group  
208-232-1062

Arlington Heights
Mercedes-Benz of Arlington Heights 
847-259-4455

Barrington
Motor Werks of Barrington
847-381-8900

Bourbonnais
Napleton’s Autowerks
815-933-8221

Champaign
Sullivan-Parkhill Imports 
217-352-4161

Chicago
Mercedes-Benz of Chicago
312-944-0500 

Hoffman Estates
Mercedes-Benz of Hoffman Estates 
847-885-7000

Lake Bluff 
Knauz Continental Autos 
847-234-1700

Lincolnwood
Loeber Motors 
847-675-1000

Loves Park
Napleton’s Autowerks 
815- 636-6600

Marion
Foley-Sweitzer Motor Sales 
618-997-1313

Naperville
Mercedes-Benz of Naperville
630-305-4560

Normal
Sud’s Motor Car 
309-454-1101

Northbrook
Autohaus on Edens 
847-272-7900

Orland Park
Mercedes-Benz of Orland Park
708-460-0400

Pekin
Sud’s of Peoria 
309-347-3191

Peru
J.P. Chevrolet GEO Nissan 
815-223-7000

Springfield
Isringhausen Imports 
217-528-2277

Sycamore
Brian Bemis Imports
815-895-8105

Westmont
Mercedes-Benz of Westmont 
630-654-8100

Evansville
D-Patrick 
812-473-6500

Fort Wayne
Mercedes-Benz of Fort Wayne
260-432-7200

Indianapolis
World Wide Motors 
317-580-6810                   317-924-5321

Lafayette
Mike Raisor Imports
765-448-4582

Mishawaka
Gurley-Leep Motorwerks 
574-254-7130

Schererville
Napleton’s Auto Werks of Indiana, Inc 
219-865-3800

Davenport
Lujack Motorwerks
563-388-8610

Des Moines
Mercedes-Benz of Des Moines
515-278-4808

Iowa City
Carousel Motors
319-354-2550

Shawnee Mission
Aristocrat Motors
913-677-3300

Wichita
Scholfield Auto Plaza 
316-688-5000

Ashland
Fannin Imports  
606-929-9000

Bowling Green
Buchanan Imports
270-745-0001

Lexington
James Motor 
859-268-1150

Louisville
Tafel Motors 
502-896-4411

Alexandria
Walker Automotive
318-445-6421

Baton Rouge
Mercedes-Benz of Baton Rouge
225-490-3101

Lafayette
Moss Motors
337-235-9086

Metairie
Mercedes-Benz of New Orleans 
504-456-3727

Shreveport
Holmes European Motors 
318-212-1212

Bangor
Quirk Auto Park of Bangor
207-941-1017

Falmouth
Prime Motor Cars
207-510-2250

Annapolis
Mercedes-Benz of Annapolis
410-268-2222

Bethesda
Euro Motorcars 
301-986-8800

Cockeysville
Mercedes-Benz of Hunt Valley
410-666-7777

Germantown
Euro Motorcars Germantown, Inc.
240-686-1300

Hagerstown
Mercedes-Benz of Hagerstown
301-733-2301

Owings Mills
R & H Motor Cars 
410-363-3900

Salisbury
Mercedes-Benz of Salisbury 
410-548-3411

Silver Springs
Herb Gordon Auto Group 
301-890-3030

Boylston
Wagner Motor Sales 
508-869-6766

Haverhill
Smith Motor Sales of Haverhill
978-372-2552

Hyannis
Trans-Atlantic Motors 
508-775-4526

Lynnfield
Flagship Motorcars
781-596-9700

Natick
Mercedes-Benz of Natick 
508-655-5350

Somerville
Chambers Motorcars of Boston
617-666-4100

Georgia

Hawaii

Idaho

Illinois

Indiana

Iowa

Kansas

Kentucky

Louisiana

Maine

Maryland

Massachusetts
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Westwood
Mercedes-Benz of Westwood 
781-688-1000

Acme
Mercedes-Benz of Traverse City
231-938-3800

Ann Arbor 
Mercedes-Benz of Ann Arbor 
734-663-3300

Bloomfield Hills
Mercedes-Benz of Bloomfield Hills
248-644-8400

Grand Blanc
Grand Blanc Motorcars 
810-695-4400

Grand Rapids
Betten Imports 
616-301-2100

Kalamazoo
Orrin B. Hayes 
269-345-0167

Novi
Mercedes-Benz of Novi
248-426-9600

Okemos
Okemos Auto Collection 
517-853-2600

Rochester
Mercedes-Benz of Rochester
248-652-3800

St.Claire Shores
Mercedes-Benz of St.Claire Shores
734-483-0322

Bloomington
Feldmann Imports 
952-837-6300

Maplewood
Maplewood Imports
651-483-2681

Minnetonka
Sears Imported Autos 
952-546-5301

Gulfport
Ray Brandt Motors of Mississippi
228-864-6622

Jackson
Higginbotham 
601-956-4211

Columbia
Legend Automotive Group  
573-875-5000

Creve Coeur
Plaza Motor 
314-301-1715

Ellisville
Tri-Star Imports 
636-458-5222

Joplin
Frank Fletcher Imports 
417-781-1177

Kansas City
Mercedes-Benz of Kansas City
816-943-7000

Springfield
Elite Automotive Group 
417-889-5750

Weldon Spring
Mercedes-Benz of Progress Point
636-300-2277

Missoula
DeMarois   
406-721-4000

Lincoln
Husker Auto Group 
402-479-7600

Omaha
Mercedes-Benz of Omaha
402-384-9999

Las Vegas
Fletcher Jones Imports
702-364-2700                     702-898-3776

Reno
Mercedes-Benz of Reno
775-326-4000

Greenland
Dreher-Holloway 
603-431-8585

Manchester
Holloway Motor Cars of Manchester
603-669-6788

Bridgewater
Millennium Automotive Group  
908-685-0800

Cherry Hill
Mercedes-Benz of Cherry Hill
856-663-3200

Edison
Ray Catena Motor Car 
732-549-6600

Englewood
Benzel-Busch Motor Car 
201-567-1400

Fairfield
Globe Motor Car 
973-227-3600

Freehold
David Michael Motor Car of Freehold
732-462-5300

Lawrenceville
Mercedes-Benz of Princeton
609-771-8040

Little Silver
Contemporary Motor Cars 
732-842-5353

Millville
Quality Lincoln Mercury Hyundai
856-327-3000

Morristown
Mercedes-Benz of Morristown
973-267-9200

Newton
Intercar 
973-383-8300

Paramus
Prestige Motors 
201-265-7800

Union
Ray Catena of Union 
908-379.7200

West Atlantic City
Precision Cars of AtlanticCity 
609-645-9000

Albuquerque
Mercedes-Benz of Albuquerque
505-821-4000

Amityville
Mercedes-Benz of Massapequa 
631-789-1600

Bayside
Helms Brothers 
718-631-8181

Binghamton
Empire Motor Car
607-772-0700

Brooklyn
Sovereign Motor Cars 
718-258-5100

Fayetteville
Romano Motors 
315-637-4500

Goldens Bridge
Estate Motors 
914-232-8122

Huntington
Mercedes-Benz of Huntington
631-549-2369

Larchmont
Mercedes-Benz of Larchmont
914-275-4000

Latham
Keeler Motor Car 
518-785-4197

Long Island City
Silver Star Motors 
718-361-2332

Nanuet
Mercedes-Benz of Nanuet
845-624-1500

New York
Mercedes-Benz Manhattan 
212-629-1600

Rochester
Holtz House of Vehicles 
716-424-4740

Rockville Centre
Lakeview Auto Sales and Service 
516-766-6900

Roslyn
Rallye Motors 
516-625-1600

Southampton
Mercedes-Benz of Southampton
631-204-2500

St. James
Mercedes-Benz of Smithtown 
631-265-2204

Wappingers Falls
Friendly Motorcars
845-298-0600

White Plains
Mercedes-Benz of White Plains
914-949-4000

Williamsville
Mercedes-Benz of Buffalo
716-633-0088

Ashevillle
Skyland Automotive  
828-667-5213

Cary
Mercedes-Benz of Cary
919-380-1800

Charlotte
Beck Imports of the Carolinas
704-535-6400

Fayetteville
Mercedes-Benz of Fayetteville 
910-487-0000

Greensboro
Mercedes-Benz of Greensboro
336-856-1552

Hickory
Hendrick Motors
828-322-5640

Pineville
Mercedes-Benz of South Charlotte
704-889-4444

Raleigh
Leith  
919-876-5432

Wilmington
Bob King Autohaus
910-799-3520

Winston-Salem
Mercedes-Benz of Winston-Salem
336-760-4580

Fargo
Valley Imports 
701-277-1777

Akron
Ganley Akron  
330-733-7511

Bedford
Mercedes-Benz of Bedford
440-439-0100

Canton
Kempthorn Motors
330-452-6511

Centerville
Ross Motor Cars
937-433-0990

Cincinnati
Mercedes-Benz of Cincinnati
513-984-9000

Columbus
Mercedes-Benz of Columbus  
614-299-2144

Dublin
Crown Eurocars
614-799-4666

Mansfield
Weidner Motors
419-529-7800

North Olmsted
Mercedes-Benz of North Olmsted
440-716-2700

Sylvania
Vin Devers 
419-885-5111

Tiffin
Coppus Motors 
419-447-8131

West Chester
Mercedes-Benz of West Chester 
513-870-1000

Willoughby
Leikin Motor 
440-946-6900

Youngstown
Fred Martin Ford 
330-793-2444

Michigan

Minnesota

Mississippi

Missouri

Montana

Nebraska

Nevada

New Hampshire

New Jersey

New Mexico

New York

North Carolina

North Dakota

Ohio
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Lynchburg
Kenneth Hammersley Motors 
434-385-6226

Midlothian
Mercedes-Benz of Richmond
804-545-9600

Richmond
David R. McGeorge 
804-755-9300

Roanoke
Hammersley of Roanoke 
540-344-6284

Vienna
Mercedes-Benz of Tysons Corner 
703-442-8200

Virginia Beach
Phillips Automotive 
757-499-3771

Bellevue
Mercedes-Benz of Bellevue
425-455-8535

Bellingham
Wilson Toyota
360-676-0600

Fife
Mercedes-Benz of Tacoma
253-922-6820

Lynnwood
Mercedes-Benz of Lynnwood
425-673-0505

Pasco
McCurley Imports
509-547-5555

Seattle
Phil Smart 
206-324-5959           206-340-5959

Spokane
Mercedes-Benz of Spokane 
509-455-9100

Yakima
Hahn Motor 
509-453-9171

Charleston
Smith Company Motor Cars
304-746-0600

Morgantown
University Motors 
304-296-4401

Parkersburg
Astorg Motor  
304-422-6403

Appleton
Enterprise Motorcars 
920-749-2020

Glendale
Concours Motors 
414-290-1400

Madison
Zimbrick European
608-258-4000

Waukesha
Mercedes-Benz of Elmbrook
262-821-5000

Wausau
Rosemurgy International 
Auto Mall, Inc.
715-675-7775

West Allis
International Autos 
414-543-3000

Tiverton 
Viti 
401-624-6181

Warwick
Inskip Autocenter
401-821-1510

Charleston
Baker Motor of Charleston 
843-852-4000

Columbia
Dick Dyer and Associates 
803-786-8888

Conway
Fowler Motors 
843-347-4271

Florence
Newsome Automotive  
843-662-8711

Greenville
Carlton Motorcars 
864-213-8000

Hilton Head Island
Modern Classic Motors 
843-681-8500

Sioux Falls
Vern Eide Motorcars 
605-335-3000

Chattanooga
Long of Chattanooga
423-855-3726

Franklin
Mercedes-Benz of Nashville
615-742-8000

Kingsport
Rick Hill Imports 
423-224-2260

Knoxville
Mercedes-Benz of Knoxville
865-777-2222

Memphis
Mercedes-Benz of Memphis
901-345-6211

Austin
Mercedes-Benz of Austin
512-454-6821

Beaumont
Mike Smith Autoplex German Imports 
409-840-2000

Bedford
Park Place Motorcars Mid-Cities 
817-359-4700

Boerne
Mercedes-Benz of Boerne
830-981-6000

Corpus Christi
Ed Hicks Imports
361-854-1955

Dallas
Park Place Motorcars
214-526-8701

El Paso
Mercedes-Benz of El Paso
915-778-5341

Fort Worth
Park Place Motorcars of Fort Worth
817-263-3600

Georgetown
Mercedes-Benz of Georgetown
512-868-9711

Harlingen
Cardenas Autoplex 
956-425-6000

Houston
Mercedes-Benz of Houston Greenway
713-986-6400

Houston
Mercedes-Benz of Houston North
281--233-6000

Houston
Star Motor Cars
713-868-6800

Laredo
Powell Watson Motors 
956-722-5182

League City
Alex Rodriguez
281-554-9100

Lubbock
Alderson European Motors 
806-749-2369

Midland
Alderson European Motors 
432-699-7993

Plano
Ewing Autohaus
972-599-0909

San Antonio
Mercedes-Benz of San Antonio
210-366-9600

Sugar Land
Mercedes-Benz of Sugar Land
281-207-1500

Texarkana
Pete Mankins Pontiac-Cadillac 
903-793-5661

Tyler
Classic-Tyler Motors 
903-581-0600

Waco
Allen Samuels Chevrolet-GEO
254-772-8850

Wichita Falls
Patterson Auto Center
940-766-0293

Lindon
Mercedes-Benz of Lindon
801-222-4400
Salt Lake City
Ken Garff Imports
801-257-3000

Shelburne
The Automaster
802-985-8482

Alexandria
Mercedes-Benz of Alexandria
703-341-2100
Arlington
American Service Center 
703-525-2100
Charlottesville
Brown European Imports
434-817-3380
Fredericksburg
Noble Cars 
540-373-5200

Hampton
Tysinger Motor 
757-865-8000

Oklahoma City
Mercedes-Benz of Oklahoma City
405-236-1224

Tulsa
Jackie Cooper Imports
918-249-9393

Bend
Mercedes-Benz of Bend
541-749-2500

Eugene
Mercedes-Benz of Eugene
541-687-8888

Medford
Mercedes-Benz of Medford 
541-857-8072

Portland
Mercedes-Benz of Portland
503-228-8351

Salem
Valley Motor 
503-585-1231

Wilsonville
Mercedes-Benz of Wilsonville
503-454-5000

Allentown
Knopf Automotive 
610-967-4121
Camp Hill 
Sun Motor Cars 
717-737-3030
Devon
Mercedes-Benz of Devon
610-687-1500 
Doylestown
Keenan Motors
215-348-0800
Erie
Contemporary Motorcar 
814-868-8622
Fort Washington
Mercedes-Benz of Fort Washington
215-646-7700
Greensburg
Bud Smail Motorcars 
724-838-1200
Lancaster
Mercedes-Benz of Lancaster
717-569-2100
Pittsburgh
Mercedes-Benz of Pittsburgh
412-683-5000
Reading
Tom Masano 
610-777-6587
State College
Leitzinger Imports 
814-238-2447
Washington
John Sisson Motors 
724-206-6000
West Chester
Mercedes-Benz of West Chester 
484-313-1100
Wexford
Bobby Rahal Motorcar 
724-935-9300

Wilkes-Barre
Motorworld  
570-829-3500

Carolina
Garage Isla Verde 
787-620-1313

Oklahoma

Oregon

Pennsylvania

Puerto Rico

Rhode Island

South Carolina

South Dakota

Tennessee

Texas

Utah

Vermont

Virginia

Washington

West Virginia

Wisconsin
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